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1 Introduction
In everyday life of an individual as well as organization 
cooperation with others is very important. In all types 
of cooperation certain relationships between everyone 
involved emerge. Cooperation and relationships between 
individuals and organizations in everyday life are of the 
vital importance for their existence and success. Success 
is an ultimate goal of individuals as well as organizations. 
Cooperation and relationships are basing among other 
things on communication. Možina, Tavčar and Kneževič 
(1995:85) have stated that: “Every communication has more 
obvious content point of view, that focuses on content of 
communicated information and less obvious relationship 
point of view, which focuses on relationships between all 
the parties in the communication.”    
Every individual has its own style of communicating, 
that he or she uses in personal as well as professional life. If 
two people use different styles of communicating there can
be some misunderstanding. 
Communicating is important for understanding 
among people. Communicating inside organization as well 
as communication with others is important for success 
of organization. Communication inside organization 
is important for gaining support of employees towards 
the goals of organization. Communicating with others 
is important for organization since it helps recognize 
certain factors that can have direct or indirect impact on 
the work of organization and the success of organization. 
Many organizations have found their selves dependent on 
communicating with others since they need the support 
and cooperation of community for their work. This is
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V teoretičnem delu avtorica govori o komuniciranju in sodelovanju organizacij. Podrobneje  predstavlja komunikacijske stile in 
sodelovanje policijskih organizacij z okoljem. Teoretični del zaključuje s predstavitvijo dosedanjih raziskav s področja sodelovanja 
med policijo in drugimi organizacijami. V empiričnem delu avtorica proučuje sodelovanje in odnose med kriminalisti in predstavniki 
zunanjih organizacij ter oceno uporabe komunikacijskih stilov kriminalistov, ki so jo podali  predstavniki centrov za socialno delo, 
tožilstev, preiskovalnih oddelkov sodišč, odvetnikov, inšpekcijskih služb, davčne uprave, oddelkov za notranje zadeve upravnih enot 
in nevladnih organizacij. Empirični del prispevka temelji na raziskavi, ki je bila opravljena na vzorcu 337 predstavnikov organizacij s 
katerimi kriminalisti sodelujejo. 
Avtorica je z oceno komunikacijskih stilov kriminalistov pojasnila 49,7 % sodelovanja in odnosov med kriminalisti in predstavniki 
organizacij. Konkretneje je  pojasnila, da na sodelovanje in odnose med kriminalisti in predstavniki organizacij vpliva iskreni 
stil komuniciranja (43 %), dodatno sledi vpliv pritrjevalnega stila komuniciranja (1,8 %), dodatno sledi vpliv indiferentnega stila 
komuniciranja (2,2 %), nato dodatno sledi vpliv odklonilnega stila komuniciranja (2,6 %) in nato še dodatno vpliv racionalnega stila 
komuniciranja (0,1 %). 
Ključne besede: komunikacijski stili, sodelovanje in odnosi, policija, kriminalisti, predstavniki organizacij
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especially true for police and other organizations that 
cooperate with police like social centers, prosecutor’s office,
courts investigatory departments, attorneys-at-law, various 
inspections, tax authorities, departments of internal affairs at
administrative units and non-government organizations.     
In this paper we talk about cooperation and 
relationships between detectives and representatives 
of other organizations. Especial attention is dedicated 
to evaluation of communication styles of detectives at 
communication with representatives of other organizations 
and to the influence of these factors on cooperation and
relationship between detectives and these representatives of 
other organizations. 
2 Communication
Communication as a notion coming from a Latin word 
“communicare” and stands for to consult, to discus, or to ask 
for advice, as mentioned by Možina, Tavčar, and Kneževič 
(1998:22-23). There are many definitions of communication
to be found in various texts therefore we will look into some 
a bit more in depth. 
“Communication is an interaction – exchange of 
information and not a one way flow of information” claim 
Ule and Kline (1996:53). Schramm (1963; in Ule and Kline, 
1996:54) claims, that communication can be defined in
various ways as: “conveying information, conveying ideas, 
or as shaping of common thinking between sender and 
receiver of information.” Mumel (1998:60) states that: 
“communication can be generally described as a process 
of exchanging information.” Rosengern (2000) claims that 
communication is a process of creating meaning of words. 
It is very important who creates meaning and what does it 
mean. Burleson (1995:576) describes communication as a 
“central tool that people use to pursue and perform various 
functions that have a significant influence on preserving
relationships between people. Relationships are reflecting
mutual, behavioral actions of everyone involve.” Verčič and 
Ruler (2002:743) say that: “Early communication theories 
have seen communication as a one way process in which 
sender dictates what to do to receiver.” Some theories see 
this as an attempt of sender to make a change in opinion/
standpoint of receiver. “Modern communication theories 
see communication as a two way process that base on 
cooperation” (Verčič and Ruler, 2002:744). Foltz (1981:5) 
describes communication as: “Exchange of information, 
ideas, and feelings on vertical and horizontal level inside 
organization.” Laswell (1960) describes communication 
as a process of transmitting of content in a message. Same 
author brakes communication down into: communicators, 
content, channel, medium, receiver, and effect. Trček 
(1998:109) talks about communication and describes it 
as: »A complex process of flow of information, that does
not only carry a message in a dictionary meaning, but also 
facts about relations between people involve.” Schramm 
(1963) determines that communication sciences deals 
with studying of human behaviour, this is somewhat 
understandable, since communication is an essential social 
process. Without communication people and society could 
not exist. It would be an extremely difficult task to set up
a theory or a framework for research on whichever field
that incorporates human behaviour without taking into 
consideration communication. 
2.1 Communication styles
Communication is always performed on non-verbal as well 
as verbal level. People involve in communication always 
use various communication styles adapted to situation, 
goals, and other people in communication process and 
environment in which communication process is taking 
place. Various authors (Satir, 1972; Miller and others, 1988; 
Wetzel, 1988; Shultz von Thun, 1989; Brajša, 1993; Howden,
1994; Turk and Skalar, 2001; Broderick, 2004) have studied 
styles of communication and gave them various names. 
Commonality among all of the authors is the fact that 
they have all linked names of styles of communication to 
contextual and relational aspect of communication among 
people involved in communication process. We will now 
take a look at how did some authors name communication 
styles.  
Satir (1972) has devised five styles of communication and
has presented the following differences:
n  Conciliatory style – this style is characterized by effort
in taking care of others, putting you down and not 
regarding facts. When we use this style we try to please 
everyone else, by agreeing with everything the other 
side has to say, and agreeing in everything others offer.
Often used words with this style are: it would be very
good if, … 
n  Accusation style –  this style is characterized by only 
taking care of you, not having any respecting others, 
and disregarding the facts. When we use this style we 
are looking for mistakes in other people’s performance, 
and excluding everything we get. Often used words
with this style are: why haven’t you, … 
n  Rational style – this style is characterized by taking the 
position that neither we or the other side are important, 
the only thing that matters are the facts. Often used
words with this style are: if we analyze this truly, yes I 
can see it now (avoiding emotions), … 
n  Indifferent style – this style is characterized by the fact
that we are indifferent, we tend to talk a lot but have
very little of actual conversation, communication is 
very superficial and targeted only to avoid getting to
actual dialog. 
n  Congruent style – this style is characterized by sincerity. 
We are striving to understand others, express ourselves, 
understand the facts, balance emotions and thoughts, 
speech and behaviour, … we tend to talk and act as we 
thing and feel. 
Miller and others (1988; in Brajša 1993) talk about six 
styles of communication named: conventional style, mildly 
controlling style, actively sharply controlling style, passive 
sharply controlling style, investigatory style, and open style. 
Schulz von Thun (1989; in Brajša, 1993) divided eight
different styles of communication named: plea for help,
offering of help, underestimating yourself , aggressiveness and
underestimation of opponent, self conformation, controlling 
of opponent, self distancing, playing a comedian.  
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Brajša (1993) distinguishes six different styles of
communication: communication, which is dependent on 
others – conciliatory communication, self underestimating 
and noncreative; communication directed against others 
– accusation style, strictly controlling, aggressive and 
underestimating towards others; communication for 
others – more profaned, mildly controlling and protective; 
superficial communication – everyday communication,
conventional communication that is keeping its distance 
to others; strictly rational communication – analytical, 
investigatory, linked only to content, very impersonal; 
communication with others – open, democratic, quality, 
creative, and successful. 
Broderick (2004) sees the following styles of 
communication: coincidental, random conversational style, 
careful conversational style, informal written style and 
formal written style. 
Turk and Skalar (2001) say: “When communicating 
with our partners we often do not distinguish our
private identity from our professional identity therefore 
using our most typical ways of feedback perception 
– styles of communication.” Same authors divide styles of 
communication into: evaluating style, interpretation style, 
supporting style, fact-finding research style, immediate
solution style, comprehensive style. 
3 Cooperation of organizations
Cooperation among individuals and organizations is 
important for successfully performed work and solving 
problems that occur. Ury (1998) talks about cooperation 
of organizations and determines, that cooperation between 
organizations became a necessity on all levels and fields
among organizations and individuals employed for 
organizations. Many authors  (Lauffer, 1984; Trunk-Širca 
and Tavčar, 1998; Shockley – Zalabakova, 1999) talk about 
cooperation between organizations and community. All 
of them came to a conclusion that organizations have to 
respond to various changes and influences from community,
that organizations and community have to cooperate to 
reach the goals of community and organization, and that 
cooperation helps co-create events inside community and 
organization. 
There are various factors influencing cooperation
and relationship between organizations and community. 
Mosley, Pietri, and Megginsson (1996) have categorized 
these factors as: political, economical, social, technological, 
and international factors. As they see it political factors 
are measured as an influence of politics on success of
organization, economical factors are dependent on the 
fact whether organization is in a rise, decline or stall, 
social factors are a question of size, age, and gender of 
population or a question of changes in relationship towards 
needs, environments, security, and other things. Regarding 
technological factors we are looking into how developed is 
the technology, automations of work, other processes and 
integration of computers into work environment. Very 
important are also international factors since they have a 
general influence on economy of a nation.   
Considering the topic of this paper we will focus our 
attention towards cooperation and relationship between 
police organizations and community from here on. 
3.1  Cooperation and relations between police 
organizations and community 
Cooperation between police and various organizations 
in the community is based on legal bases, community 
support and mutual understanding of each others roles in 
problem solving. Cooperation with other public authorities 
is more or less a consequence of already occurred actions. 
It is a common occurrence that we see individual partial 
problems grow into wider social problems that, sometimes 
under influence of media, force public authorities to react.
Lobnikar and Pagon (1995) claim that the cases in which 
public authorities act proactive are rare; therefore solving 
the problems before they grow is not a common occurrence. 
Same authors have found out that police officers use 80%
of their working time providing protective services, and 
further on they are asking themselves whether police 
officers are adequately prepared for cooperation with other
institutions. Their claim is that this is a matter of orientation
of safety politics and strategic goals of police as a whole 
organization. 
Cooperation between police and some public authorities 
is strictly regulated by the law. This is particularly true
for cooperation with judicial bodies and somewhat true 
for cooperation with attorneys-in-law and communities. 
Cooperation with other public authorities such as social 
centers, and non-government organizations is not 
regulated strictly by law. Considering the fact that police is 
in fundament a repressive body, with a main task of chasing 
perpetrators of criminal actions this seems somewhat 
understandable. Sadly we can say that cooperation with 
local communities and social centers is more or less left to
internal guidelines given to by management of police and 
is affected by the level of affection that these managers feel
towards this two types of organization.   
Community in which police organizations operate has 
an influence on police organizations themselves. Certain
communities are dealing with higher criminality rates 
than others; therefore police organizations as well as police 
officers have more chance in some communities to prove
themselves then in others. 
Corsianos (2000) has determined that good relations 
between police and community impact the success of 
police officers and police organizations. Van Reenen (1981)
discuses the same topics and concludes that in order for 
police to be successful, it needs support from the community. 
Gorenakova (2004) has also dealt with the problem of 
cooperation and relationship between police officers and
communities. Gorenakova (2004) has determined that 
police officers that more frequently positively evaluate
their communication with representatives of various 
organizations also more positively evaluate all the segments 
that she used to evaluate their job satisfaction. Lobnikar 
and Pagon (1995) also stress the importance of cooperation 
between individual systems, in this context they stress that 
it is very important for police to exchange information’s 
efficiently with various organizations and that police
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acknowledges once and for all that its first and foremost
task is of the non criminal nature.  
Polices role is beside preventive actions also repressive 
actions and in this context police has to cooperate with other 
public authorities, therefore we will focus on cooperation 
between police and other public authorities from here on.   
Lettieri (1999) talks about cooperation between 
prosecutors and police in Italy, he points out that prosecutors 
are always the once that lead the investigation and direct 
the work of police. This is why the same author thinks
that cooperation between police and prosecutors is very 
important. Morré (1999) talks about relationship between 
police, prosecutors, and judicial system in Germany; he 
stresses that the leading role in investigation belongs to 
prosecutors, police is just helping out. Same author also 
stresses the importance of cooperation between police 
and prosecutors. Kečanovič (1999) is talking about the 
importance of cooperation between police, prosecutors, 
and judicial system that enables a successful conviction of 
criminal offenders.Kečanovič also stresses the importance of 
training in practical procedures in this field. Dvošek (2001) 
also talks about cooperation between national prosecutors 
and police, he emphasizes that permanent and efficient
relationship must be build on legal bases, independently of 
current political interests of individual prosecutors office
and police representatives.     
When Penko (2005) talks about cooperation between 
police and national prosecutors, he says that one of the key 
problems of inefficiencyor lowefficiencyof law-enforcement
agencies lies precisely in cooperation between police and 
prosecutors. Same author claims that cooperation between 
police and prosecutors office is only occasional, inadequate
or in some cases inexistent Penko sees the reason in his 
opinion above all on personal level of competent creators, 
and much less on regulatory level, since competent creators 
obstruct the flow of information in many cases. Same
author says that we can sometimes see disharmony and 
disfunctionality between police and national prosecutors, 
sometimes it is unclear who is running the show and 
power relations are sometimes absurd. Furthermore author 
emphasizes the lacking of harmonized police-prosecutors 
investigations with on-time realization of seizure of property 
in matters of serious economic crime. Penko suggests an 
establishment of an organization that would oversee the 
establishment of permanent and solid communication 
channels between police and national prosecutors. 
Mazi (2005) talks about cooperation between police 
and prosecutors on light of Regulations about cooperation 
between national prosecutor’s office and police at detecting
and chasing criminal offenders (2004), when he stresses
that very frequent mutual notifying brought additional 
useless administrative work, especially with less important 
criminal offences. Same author stresses the importance of
immediate establishment of inter-institutional connection 
between law-enforcement agencies. Mazi thinks that 
cooperation has to become a part of a system that works 
reliably and flawlessly.
Leskovškova (2000) has researched the importance 
of cooperation between various institutions when dealing 
with child sexual abuse. In this research she found out 
that the institutions that are in mutual dependence while 
the investigation is going on are forced to adapt their ways 
of work in order to work together. Research that she has 
done showed that mutual cooperation of intervention 
institutions is improving; however the improvement within 
non intervention institutions cooperation is lagging behind. 
Research also showed that there is a lack of information 
flow among some institutions, especially there is a general
lack of feedback information, and that is what makes work 
for some institutions even more difficult.
4  Description of a sample and the   
method 
For the needs of this paper we will use the data gathered in 
a wider research conducted among representatives of other 
organizations that detectives cooperate with in the line 
of work. Aforementioned research was conducted for the 
needs of the dissertation. In this paper we will focus on the 
data gathered among representatives of other organizations 
and analyze them for the needs of this paper.  
Subject of our research was cooperation and relati-
onship between detectives and representatives of other 
organizations. We also researched the evaluation of 
communication styles of detectives, which were given to 
us by representatives of other organizations. Goal of this 
research was to establish whether there is a correlation 
between evaluation of communication styles of Slovene 
detectives and their cooperation and relationship with 
representatives of other organizations.  
Sample contained 337 representatives of other 
organizations that detectives work with in the line of 
work. Among 337 interviewees there were 117 or 34,8% of 
interviewees from social centers, 17 or 5,1% of interviewees 
from prosecutors office, 16 or 4,8% of interviewees from
court investigatory departments, 73 or 21,7% of interviewees 
from departments of internal affairs at administrative
units, 27 or 8% of interviewees from attorneys-at-law, 29 
or 8,6% of interviewees from tax authorities, 22 or 6,5% of 
interviewees from non government organizations, and 53 
or 10,4% of interviewees from various inspections. One of 
the interviewees has not stated for which institution he or 
she works.   
We have given interviewees 28 claims with which we 
have measured the relationship, cooperation, and evalua-
tion of communication styles. Interviewees have evaluated 
the claims on a five marks chart inside which mark 1 meant
never, mark 2 meant rarely, mark 3 meant sometimes, mark 
4 meant often, and mark 5 meant always. Aforementioned 28
claims were distributed in the following five sections; “For-
mal cooperation”, ”Informal cooperation”, “Relationship 
with detectives”, “Cooperation plans”, and “Shared opin-
ions”. These five categories were then combined to form a 
dependent variable that we have named “Cooperation and 
relationships”. Another 24 claims were posed to evalu-
ate the frequency of various communication styles used. 
These 24 claims were divided in another five sections with
the help of factor analysis as followed: “Declinatory style”, 
“Affirmatory style”, “Rational style”, “Sincere style”, and 
“Indifferent style”.  All five sections were combined into an
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independent variable called “Evaluation of uses of com-
munication styles”.
Among 334 interviewees that state their gender there 
was 101 or 30,2% of men and 233 or 69,8% of women. 
Among 330 interviewees, which were between 25 and 65 
years of age, the average age was 43,4 years. There were 333
interviewees that stated their level of education, 18 or 5,4% 
had only a high school diploma, 146 or 43,8% had a college 
diploma, and 169 or 50,8% had an university diploma or 
even higher education. Interviewees had on average 20,4 
years of working experience and 13,7 years on average of 
working for present institution.   
We have also wanted to know how often they
communicate with detectives. We have found out that 
73,7% of all the interviewees only communicate with 
detectives’ couple of time a year, 23,1% of interviewees 
communicates with detectives couple of time a month and 
only 3,3% of interviewees has stated that they communicate 
with detectives on the weakly bases. 
5 Results 
5.1 Determining connection 
We wanted to know whether the age of interviewees, their 
education, years of work, and years of work for this institution 
have any correlation with evaluation of cooperation, 
relationship, and their evaluation of communication styles 
used by detectives. Results can be seen in Table 1. 
Our findings indicate that older interviewees more
frequently positively evaluate, that detectives use “Rational 
style” of communication than younger interviewees. We 
have also found out that interviewees with higher level of 
education less frequently positively evaluate “Informal 
cooperation”, but at the same time they more frequently 
positively evaluate “Cooperation plans” with detectives 
and the use of “Affirmatory style” of communication with 
detectives than interviewees with lover level of education. 
We have also established that interviewees with longer 
length of service more frequently positively evaluate, that 
detectives use “Rational style” of communication, then 
interviewees with shorter length of service. Another thing 
we have found out is that interviewees, that have a longer 
length of service with current institution more frequently 
positively evaluate that detectives use “Rational style” of 
communication, then the interviewees that have shorter 
length of service for current institution.
We have also made a correlation analysis between 
independent and dependent variable. Findings show 
that there is a strong positive correlation (0,407; p=0,01) 
between “Evaluation of uses of communication style” and 
“Cooperation and relationship”. 
5.2 Finding the statistically significant differences
With the help of t-test we have found out that there are 
statistically significantdifferencesbetweenmaleinterviewees
and female interviewees with the following four variables; 
“Formal cooperation”, (t*4,687; p=0,000), with men 
evaluating lover (average of 3,14) “Formal cooperation” 
then women (average of 3,60), “Declinatory style” of 
communication (t=3,015; p=0,002) with men evaluating 
higher (average of 2,22), that detectives use “Declinatory 
style” of communication than women (average of 
1,99), “Affirmatory style” of communication (t=2,189; 
Table 1:  Correlation between age of interviewees, their education, years of work, and years of work for present                          
 institution on one hand and variables on the other. 
Table 2: Results of statistically important differences between variables and institutions for which interviewees  are  working for.
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p=0.030), with men evaluating higher (average of 2,33), 
that detectives use “Affirmatory style” of communication 
than women (average of 2,15), and “Indifferent style” of 
communication (t=2,244; p=0,026) with men evaluating 
higher (average of 2,59), that detectives use “Indifferent
style” of communication than women (average of 2,42). 
With the help of variance analysis we have found out 
that there are statistically significant differences between
variables and institutions for which interviewees work. 
Results of statistically significant differences are shown in
Table 2. 
“Formal cooperation” is evaluated above average 
by interviewees that work for social centers, prosecutors’ 
offices, and non government organizations, while
interviewees from tax authorities, and court investigatory 
departments evaluate it as average, below average is “Formal 
cooperation” in the eyes of interviewees from various 
inspections, attorneys-at-law, and departments of internal 
affairs at administrative units. Highest average score was in
this case given by workers in social centers, and lowest by 
attorneys-at-law.  
 “Informal cooperation” is evaluated above average 
by interviewees that work for social centers, prosecutors’ 
offices, court investigatory departments, and departments
of internal affairs at administrative units, while interviewees
from non government organizations evaluate it as average, 
below average is “Informal cooperation” in the eyes of 
interviewees from various inspections, attorneys-at-law, 
and tax authorities. Highest average score was in this case 
given by workers in prosecutors’ offices, and lowest by
attorneys-at-law.
Variable “Relationship with detectives” is evaluated 
above average by interviewees that work for social centers. 
Interviewees from prosecutors’ offices, departments of
internal affairs at administrative units, tax authorities, and
various inspections evaluate it as average, below average is 
“Relationship with detectives” in the eyes of interviewees 
from court investigatory departments, and non government 
organizations. Highest average score was in this case given by 
workers in tax authorities, and lowest by attorneys-at-law.
“Cooperation plans” is evaluated above average by 
interviewees that work for social centers, prosecutors’ 
offices, court investigatory departments, tax authorities, non
government organizations, and various inspections. Below 
average is “Cooperation plans” in the eyes of interviewees 
from attorneys-at-law, and departments of internal affairs
at administrative units. Highest average score was in this 
case given by workers in various inspections, and lowest by 
departments of internal affairs at administrative units.
Variable “Shared opinions” is evaluated above 
average by interviewees that work for social centers, and 
tax authorities,. Interviewees from prosecutors’ offices,
departments of internal affairs at administrative units, and
various inspections evaluate it as average, below average is 
“Relationship with detectives” in the eyes of interviewees 
from court investigatory departments, attorneys-at-law, and 
non government organizations. Highest average score was 
in this case given by workers in tax authorities, and lowest 
by attorneys-at-law.
That detectives use “Declinatory style” of commu-
nication was above average evaluated by interviewees that 
work for non government organizations, and attorneys-at-
law, as average this was evaluated by interviewees that work 
for social centers, court investigatory departments, and 
departments of internal affairs at administrative units, below
average is “Declinatory style” in the eyes of interviewees 
from prosecutors offices, tax authorities, and various
inspections. Highest average score was in this case given by 
attorneys-at-law, and lowest by various inspections.
That detectives use “Affirmatory style” of commu-
nication was above average evaluated by interviewees 
that work for prosecutors offices, and court investigatory
departments, everyone else has evaluated the use of 
“Affirmatory style” as below average. Highest average score 
was in this case given by workers in prosecutors’ office, and
lowest by workers in tax authorities.
That detectives use “Rational style” of communication 
was above average evaluated by interviewees that work for 
prosecutors offices, court investigatory departments, and
departments of internal affairs at administrative units,
attorneys-at-law, tax authorities, and various inspections, 
below average is “Rational style” of communication in the 
eyes of interviewees from non government organization, 
and social centers. Highest average score was in this case 
given by workers in court investigatory departments, and 
lowest by social centers.
That detectives use “Sincere style” of communication 
was above average evaluated by interviewees that work 
for social centers, prosecutors offices, court investigatory
departments, and tax authorities. As average this was 
evaluated by workers in departments of internal affairs
at administrative units, below average is “Sincere style” 
of communication in the eyes of interviewees from 
non government organization, various inspections, and 
attorneys-at-law. Highest average score was in this case 
given by workers in prosecutors’ offices, and lowest by
attorneys-at-law.
That detectives use “Indifferent style” of communi-
cation was above average evaluated by interviewees that 
work for, prosecutors’ offices, departments of internal affairs
at administrative units, attorneys-at-law, non government 
organization, and various inspections. As average this was 
evaluated by workers in court investigatory departments, 
below average is “Indifferent style” of communication 
in the eyes of interviewees from social centers, and tax 
authorities. Highest average score was in this case given by 
workers in attorneys-at-law, and lowest by social centers. 
5.3 Regression analysis
We have conducted a hierarchical regression for dependent 
variable “Cooperation and relationship”. We have put 
the independent variable “Declinatory style” in the first
block, in second block we have put independent variable 
“Affirmative style”, in third block independent variable 
“Rational style”, in fourth block independent variable 
“Sincere style”, and in the fifth block “Indifferent style”. 
Results of hierarchical analysis for dependent variable 
“Cooperation and relationship” are shown in Table 3.
Results of regression analysis show, that we were 
able to explain 49,7% of variability of “Cooperation and 
relationship”. With “Sincere style” we have explained 
43% of variability of “Cooperation and relationship”, 
further we have explained another 1,8% of variability of 
“Cooperation and relationship” with “Affirmative style”, 
further more we have explained another 2,2% of variability 
of “Cooperation and relationship” with “Indifferentstyle”, 
with “Declinatory style” we have managed to add another 
2,6% of variability of “Cooperation and relationship”, and 
lastly we have managed to add the final 0,1% of variability
of “Cooperation and relationship” with “Rational style”.
6 Discussion
Cooperation between individuals and organizations is 
important for successful performance at work and for 
solving problems. There are various factors that influence
cooperation and relationship between individuals and 
organizations such as political, economical, social, 
technological and international. In this paper we have been 
dealing with connection between evaluation of usage of 
communication styles of detectives and their relationship 
with representatives of other organizations. 
We have found a strong positive and statistically 
significant correlation between evaluation of communi-
cation styles of detectives, which was given to us by 
representatives of other organizations, and cooperation and 
relationship. This in other words means that evaluation of
usage of individual communication style of detectives and 
evaluation of cooperation and relations correlated. This
finding is important for police management, especially for
management of detectives, since it indicates that the style 
of communication between detectives and representatives 
of other organization actually presents the element that 
influences the cooperation and relationship among them.
With variance analysis we have tried to determine 
statistically important differences among representatives
of various organizations. We have established that 
representatives of social centers evaluate all means of 
cooperation and relationship with detectives above average; 
this means that they are pleased with cooperation and 
relations. This finding is somewhat expected, since it is a 
mutual area of work for both organizations on the field of
taking care of victims, especially children and minors. They
also work closely with one and other in the area of family 
violence. They both have a common interest in chasing
perpetrators of violent criminal actions. 
Further we have determined that representatives 
of prosecutors’ offices evaluate formal and informal
cooperation, and cooperation plans as above average, as 
average they have evaluated relationship wit detectives, and 
shared opinion. This finding is also expected to some extend
since the area of work between detectives and prosecutors 
is connected via the interest in chasing perpetrators of 
criminal acts. Also with analysis regarding the frequency 
of cooperation we have found out that cooperation among 
detectives and prosecutors is relatively frequent and fairly 
direct.  
Regarding the court investigatory departments we 
have determined that they evaluate above average informal 
cooperation and cooperation plans, their evaluation of 
formal cooperation was average, with below average grade 
they have evaluated relationship with detectives and shared 
opinions. These last two ones are somewhat expected since
court investigatory departments are in the position where 
they orders to detectives what to do, and this orders are 
more reasonable to some than to others. In communication 
we can face certain distractions and misunderstanding or 
misinterpretations of the message. 
Very interesting finding came with representatives of
various inspections that have evaluated below average formal 
and informal cooperation on one hand, and on another 
with above average they have evaluated cooperation plans. 
We must look at this in a context of occasional cooperation 
between detectives and inspectors that is in most cases related 
only to a specific case. The communication among them is
fairly rare, only couple of times a year. They both have the
interest in chasing the perpetrators of criminal acts.  
It is somewhat interesting that representatives of non 
government organizations evaluate formal cooperation 
and cooperation planning as above average on one hand 
and their relations with detectives and shared opinions on 
the other hand as below average. This can be understood
in the context of declarative cooperation between non 
government organizations and detectives on national level, 
since we have found out that nearly half of all detectives does 
not communicate with representatives of non government 
organizations directly. It is obvious that detectives see non 
government organizations as something useless as a critic 
to detectives work, the goal should be to establish exactly 
the opposite way of thinking among detectives. 
Attorneys-at-law have, as expected, evaluated all the 
segments of their cooperation and relationship below 
average. This finding must be viewed in the context of
opposing interests, since attorneys represent advocates to 
perpetrators of criminal acts that have interest in finding
any small error they can find in the process. Their presence
represents some sort of a control over legitimate work 
of detectives and care for the interests of the person in 
investigation. 
When studying communication styles we have 
found out that representatives of attorneys-at-law and 
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Table 3: Hierarchical regression analysis for dependent variable “Cooperation and relationship”
non government organizations evaluate above average 
that detectives, when communicating with them, use 
declinatory style of communication. We have also found 
out that representatives of court investigatory departments 
and prosecutors have evaluated above average that 
detectives when communicating with them use affirmative
style of communication. Further we have found out that 
representatives of social centers and non government 
organizations have evaluated below average that detectives 
use rational style of communication when communicating 
with them. That detectives when they communicate with
them use sincere style of communication was evaluated 
above average by representatives of social centers, 
prosecutors’ offices, court investigatory departments,
and tax authorities. Finally we have also established 
that representatives of social centers and tax authorities 
evaluate below average that detectives use indifferent style
of communication when communicating with them. 
These findings were expected. Attorneys-at-law, and
partially also representatives’ non government organizations 
detectives see as something unimportant, in some cases 
even something that is obstructing their work, and that 
is why they use declinatory style of communication when 
communicating with them. It is virtually a reverse situation 
when we are dealing with detectives communicating with 
court investigatory departments and prosecutors and this 
is why detectives use affirmative style of communication
when they are communicating with them. This is somewhat
also a consequence of higher average education among 
prosecutors comparing to detectives. Success at work for 
detectives is also dependent from cooperation with court 
investigatory departments and that is why detectives usually 
use affirmative style of communication. Common interests
in solving tasks successful can explain why evaluations of 
sincere style of communication are evaluated above average 
from representatives of social centers, prosecutors, courts 
investigatory departments, and tax authorities 
Finding that representatives of other organizations 
evaluate, that on cooperation and relationships among 
them communication styles do have an influence is even
more striking, since we have been able to explain 49,7% of 
this influence.
To managerial and executive workers inside police 
management and management of police detective 
departments we suggest that they dedicate more attention 
towards educating detectives in the field of communication
skills, because improvements in this field will improve
the cooperation and relationship among detectives and 
representatives of other organizations and this will have for 
the consequence higher police effectiveness.
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